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Education background 

LLB, China University of Political Science 

and Law 

LLM, Peking University  

EMBA, Tsinghua University  

  

Areas of expertise 

Litigation and arbitration 

Listing and mergers & acquisitions of 

enterprises 

 

Membership 

Arbitrator of China International 

Economic and Trade Arbitration 

Commission 

 

Honors & Awards 

In 2014 and 2016, “China's Top 15 

Litigation Lawyers” Award of the Year by 

Asian Legal Business (ALB); 

From 2017 to 2021, Chambers and 

Partners “Asia-Pacific Guide”; 

From 2016 to 2020, “Dispute Resolution: 

Litigation and Arbitration” China’s Top 

Lawyers Ranking List by LEGALBAND; 

In 2019, Commercial Law A-List Elite 

Lawyer 

 

Working Language 

Chinese, English 

Mr. Xie Gang, Bachelor of Laws from China University of Political Science and 

Law, Master of Laws from Peking University, EMBA from Tsinghua University. He is 

now an executive partner of Grandway Law Offices and an arbitrator of China 

International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission. He worked for the Haidian 

District Procuratorate of Beijing and joined Grandway in 1997. 

 

In his over 20 years of career, Mr. Xie Gang has always focused on providing 

professional legal services to the world’s top multinational companies, blue chip 

enterprises and financial institutions. His expertise covers the handling and resolution 

of major legal businesses such as commercial contracts, securities compliance, 

investment and financing, company listing, merger and reorganization of enterprises, 

and product liability. 

 

As an expert lawyer in dispute resolution in China, Mr. Xie Gang has won clients’ 

trust and respect. Experienced in complex commercial litigation and arbitration over 

the years, he has a profound understanding of Chinese laws and judicial procedures 

and besides that he is good at assisting clients with the preparation of overall litigation 

plans and strategic arrangements, helping clients accurately identify risks and 

providing effective risk control plans and multi-level alternative dispute solutions to 

protect their interests. In 2014 and 2016, Mr. Xie Gang was twice awarded the 

“China’s Top 15 Litigation Lawyers” by the Asian Legal Business (ALB); from 2017 to 

2021, he was selected into the “Asia-Pacific Guide” published by Chambers and 

Partners, the world’s authoritative legal rating agency, for five consecutive years due 

to his outstanding performance in dispute resolution; from 2016 to 2020, he was listed 

in LEGALBAND’s “Dispute Resolution: Litigation and Arbitration,” China’s top lawyers 

ranking list; in 2019, he was named by “Commercial Law” A-List Elite Lawyer. 
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In the area of administrative punishment and securities litigation of the CSRC, Mr. Xie Gang has accumulated much 

practical experience and was invited to several expert seminars organized by the CSRC. Mr. Xie Gang has defended listed 

companies suspected of false statements and companies and personnel suspected of insider trading and market 

manipulation and participated in hearing procedures. Good results have been achieved in many cases, such as no-case 

filing, exemption, or mitigation from penalties. Some of the cases have become classic examples with profound influence in 

the industry. Mr. Xie Gang is also good at handling all kinds of securities disputes. He has helped many listed companies 

deal with securities lawsuits such as false statements filed by many investors, winning high praise and trust from clients. 

 

In the area of automobile product liability infringement disputes, Mr. Xie Gang has very rich experience and is well 

versed in the litigation rules and coping strategies of such cases. He is one of the few litigation lawyers engaged in the area 

of product liability and has been widely recognized by his peers and clients in the industry. Mr. Xie has been providing legal 

services to Japanese Toyota Motor Company and its affiliates in China (including Toyota Motor (China) Company, Tianjin 

FAW Toyota, GAC Toyota, etc.) for more than 20 years. Some cases have become typical cases with important reference 

significance of China's automobile product liability infringement disputes.  

 

Mr. Xie Gang wrote and published such articles as Countermeasures at the Stage of Filing and Investigating Securities 

Illegal Cases, How to Hear and Defend in Administrative Punishment Cases of the CSRC-Taking the First No-Penalty Case 

of the CSRC in 2016 as the Starting Point, Legislative Suggestions on Equity Reorganization System, On Rules of Contract 

Interpretation, Risk Prevention of Guarantee Warranty and Legal Issues of Tort Disputes over Automobile Product Liability. 

He has also been invited to conduct a series of legal training for Toyota, China Television Media, other well-known domestic 

and foreign enterprises, as well as government agencies such as the State Administration of Foreign Exchange. 




